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This document is FREEWARE.

This document is UserGuide and anti-virus utility at the same time.
By reading this document you may install AntiViral Toolkit Pro for
Microsoft Word (AVPWW) on your computer.

Installation

To install AVPWW click twice here: 

To uninstall AVPWW click twice here:  

If you have older version AVPWW already installed AVPWW 1.02
automatically uninstalls it.

Being installed AVPWW is active every time Microsoft Word is
active. After installation you need this file for uninstall AVPWW
only.

INSTALL

UNINSTALL



AVPWW supports most of national Microsoft Word versions. Both
known viruses have a bug and do not infect the national Microsoft
Word versions, but anyway you  should check incoming files.

Virus Detection 

AVPWW  installs  itself  into  Microsoft  Word  processor  and
prevents  your  system  against  the  WinWord.Concept and
WinWord.Nuclear viruses. 

While loading into Microsoft Word AVPWW automatically checks
WinWord, and disinfects by user’s request the system files if they
are already infected.  If you only want to check Microsoft Word for
the virus presence you should not install AVPWW.  

Being  installed  AVPWW  automatically  loads  itself  any  time
Microsoft  Word  is  started,  and  scans  the  Microsoft  Word
documents for the virus.  AVPWW scans only the documents are
opening by File/Open menu or Open button.

Note:   AVPWW  does  not  scan  the  files  which  are  opened  by
dragging into Microsoft Word icon, or loaded from File Manager
(double  clicking  on  filename).  But  anyway  AVPWW  protects
Microsoft Word from infection if some of loaded in such way files
are infected.

Note:   AVPWW  does  not  scan  subdirectory  tree  to  find  the
infected files. You should locate them with AVP for DOS by using
Redundant mode, and then disinfect with AVPWW. 

Note:  AVPWW  disable  executing  AutoMacros  for  preventing
destroying  your  system.  This  may  cause  conflict  with  your
document automation.

Note: Because WinWord.Nuclear virus has a DOS part you have to
scan your DOS and Windows executable files with AVP for DOS 



scanner using WINWORD.AVB anti-virus base. This base 
included in this package.

Virus Disinfection

To disinfect  the  file  you  should  open  infected  file  under  active
AVPWW,  answer for request message, and then save file.  The file
stays infected until you save it.

Virus Description

To see known virus descriptions look for AVPWW102.TXT 
included in this package.

Last note: 

If you have installed AVPWW you may close that document and
returns to Microsoft Word free of the computer viruses.

Good luck!


